
iCEA Group - background info

1. Who are we?

The iCEA Group is a global SEO agency that has been defining standards in the

SEO industry for 15 years.

Each day, we focus on a business approach to our clients' websites. We do

everything in order to release its full sales potential. Thanks to the experience

gathered over the years of conducted campaigns, this is possible. Just in 2021 our

clients' websites were displayed 5 billion times! The iCEA Group is a team of more

than 300 experts, thanks to whom we guarantee not only the stability of

conducted campaigns, but above all we ensure security at every stage of the

cooperation, because we understand it is what our clients need.

Our tailor-made strategy, unique know-how on the market and effective actions

that we implement guarantee a high position in tfhe search results for the brands

that cooperate with us. In addition, it directly translates into an increase in

conversion value and the ability to reach new customers.

The iCEA Group's dynamic growth is based on two foundations: organic growth

and the successful execution of our acquisition strategy.

We have not always been an international SEO agency. We started as a small

garage company, and our first head office was located in a single-family house.

Today, we have a modern office in the center of Poznań, as well as branches in the

USA and India. Eventually, we will operate on every continent - this is something

no other agency has done before.

2. Timeline

● 2007 r. the sole proprietorship specializing in SEO was established in

Wągrowiec (southwestern Poland).



● 2009 r. The team counted 2 people, in 2011 the number increased to 8 and

four years later to over 50 specialists.

● 2012 r.  As a result of growth and numerous investments, the company

becomes a limited liability company, registered under the name iCEA.

● 2017 r. We acquired the company Enterso - one of the oldest SEO agencies

in Poland.

● 2018 r. We acquired the company Niezwiązani.

● 2019 r. We acquired the company Grupa M40.

● 2021 r. We merged all companies under one brand: The iCEA Group.

● 2021 r. We welcome our 300th member.

● 2021 r. Expansion into Asia and the USA.

3. Mission and goals

iCEA Group is a leader in the SEO market. For years we have been defining the

standards of positioning. We specialize in the eCommerce market, developing

this area of services which directly affects the sales growth of our clients. We are

recognized for:

● Comprehensive approach to SEO - we are a global SEO agency that has

been defining standards in the industry for 15 years, offering our experts'

knowledge, tools and cooperation with partners from different areas of

e-marketing. Our clients have access to the solutions they need that both

translate  into increased organic search traffic and greater conversion but

ultimately, sales.

● With the largest SEO technical department in Poland, we guarantee

quality, innovation and effective actions.

● Unique approach - we begin our journey with a free consultation that gives

a broader view of the positioning strategy, taking into account the client's

industry and business goals.



● Foreign expansion, know-how and cooperation with specialists having

international experience which allows us not only to build services at the

highest level but also increases our clients' development possibilities.

4. How do we work?

We always put the client and their business at the center. We cooperate with the

best experts from Poland and abroad in order to offer our clients unconventional

solutions that will be effective both now and in the future. In our work we focus

primarily on:

● Transparency: the rules of cooperation are clear and comprehensible

● Effectiveness: we regularly report the effects of our activities

● Individual business goals: we focus on the goals that are significant for You

● Creative and innovative approach: we focus on effective customized

solutions

● Focus on your needs: we take into account the specific nature of the

industry and competitive environment

● Out-of-the-box solutions: we provide your business with

the solutions you need

5. Achievements

We have been positioning businesses since 2007. We build SEO strategies that

increase the sales rate and eCommerce profits.

7000+ implemented campaigns

250 million visits to our clients' websites

30% higher conversion than the market average

4,5 CTR (over 100% higher CTR than the market average)

5 million views in Google search results



Our effectiveness is confirmed by an average increase in inquiries by approx. +

156%

3% churn rate  means great trust from our clients

6. iCEA Group – it’s all about people

Development of the iCEA Group is in the hands of experts who are infinitely

committed and can make everything possible.

Łukasz Nawrocki - CEO Digital Now! Holding

Łukasz holds the position of CEO at Digital Now! Holding. The

projects he manages are characterized by an innovative,

360-degree approach to online marketing. Thanks to his

involvement, the innovative solutions for companies are

created. Lucas is a practitioner with years of experience - every

day he effectively helps to implement the business plans of

many clients within the Digital Now! Holding.

Wojciech Haremza - CEO Grupa iCEA

Wojciech has been working at iCEA Group since May 2019. He

has been appointed as President since December 2021.

Previously, he held the position of Head of SEO and CTO at

iCEA Group North America operating in the area of executive

process optimization. During this time, he was responsible for

the strategy of developing SEO and SXO services across three

continents. His expertise is perfectly reflected in his operational

activities. The host and expert of the “Zapytaj o SEO” (eng.: "Ask about SEO") - an



educational series about the polish SEO market available on Youtube and on

podcast platforms.

Natalia Trapszo (Świder) - Chief Financial Officer

Natalia has built her experience in analyzing the condition of

large companies in various industries, as well as in analyzing

investment projects and supporting start-ups. She has excellent

market knowledge and vast expertise in the area of financial

process optimization.

Izabela Smoter - Chief of Administration I Chief People Officer

For 4 years Izabela has been involved in creating and modeling

key management processes for the company, getting familiar

with every area of its operations. She built her experience at the

side of qualified management, going through each stage of the

company's development.

7. A solution ecosystem for eCommerce

The iCEA Group is a key holding company of Digital Now! We are part of Digital

Now! – a group of companies specializing in the eCommerce industry that

provides comprehensive support to online stores from the first day of their

operation. From positioning and paid campaigns, through content, to data

analysis. We generate conversion and sales at every stage of your business

development. Besides the iCEA Group ecosystem of Digital Now! Holding

includes also:



ADSright

We create effective campaigns, which actually generate sales

Looking for a way to reach your customers? Invest in effective SEM! ADSright is a

company focused on acquiring paid online traffic with the help of such tools as

Google Ads, Facebook Ads and Allegro Ads. The ADSright team are specialists

with years of experience and a holistic approach to the client's needs ‒ we know

that the best ads are created by people, not bots.

Ebrains

We deliver data that drives your business.

Ebrains provides services aimed at delivering data that will enable you to achieve

the maximum potential of your website. The company conducts audits and UX

studies that allow you to increase the functionality, usability, and speed of your

website.

Blue Whale Press

We are the answer to the needs of the modern eCommerce market

Blue Whale Press is a news portal publisher covering 10 subject categories,

offering a modern advertising space for the eCommerce industry. Blue Whale

Press specialists create content that benefits both customers and readers: the first

in terms of sales and profits, the latter in the form of valuable content.



White Content

Content is much more than just an effective message

If you want to be successful in eCommerce, grab your audience's attention with

good content. Stand out from the competition and rely on high quality and

engaging content. White Content specialists create effective content that not

only grabs customers' attention and provides them with valuable knowledge

about products and services, but also encourages them to take action, which in

turn increases the sales volume of online stores.


